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BACKGROUND
The client has lived in this home for many years. The concerns began in approximately August
of 2010, when one relative moved out of the home, and some remodeling and painting were
performed. The incidents have included electronic items being turned on, and malfunctions of
electronic items when no natural cause could be found. Shadow figures have been seen in the
living room, and a monochromatic image of a male figure has been observed in the driveway.
Some objects have been moved around, from places they are normally kept, to places where they
would not be normally repositioned to. Light anomalies have accompanied at least some of the
reported events. Client also reports nightmare-type dreams or images after the activity began.
Pets which have normally have been allowed in the home were observed to be wary and
uncomfortable inside the home, after the activity began.
EQUIPMENT: Digital Cameras, IR Video Cameras and DVR Recorder, Digital Audio
Recorders, Various EMF Meters, including Tri-Fields, Motion Detectors, Laser Grid System for
Motion Detection, Geo-Phone for Vibration to Visual Translations, Ion Counters, Digital
Thermometers, Infrasound Detection Equipment, and PEAR REG-1 Units for the detection of
human consciousness with software on Hewlett-Packard computers.
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INVESTIGATION
At the time of investigation, and in the places investigated, no abnormal positive ion counts were
found, and no infrasound standing waves were noted. No abnormal EMF fields were detected in
areas where individuals might receive prolonged exposure. No anomalies were detected in still
photography, or on video. No anomalous hot or cold spots were detected. No unexplainable
motion noted by motion detectors. Geophone anomaly is listed under personal experiences of
observers.

ELECTRONIC VOICE PHENOMENON
A total of seven possible audio anomalies were examined by La. Spirits members, including an
EVP full-time analyst. It is noted that one audio recording was of a bump/thump on a wall,
heard by three individuals and recorded. However, it was not in a response to communicate, and
could have been a natural noise, and is not considered evidential. EVP one, in a back bedroom,
investigators Bess Maxwell, Traci Myers and Keith Myers recorded an EVP of what is thought
to be an EVP of an individual singing, and is indicative of songs known as spirituals. The exact
words were indeterminate, but the singing voice is indicative as above. EVP two, in the same
room, with the same 3 investigators, consists of a young, male voice, stringing out the word
“let’s” in the phrase, “Let’s go”. EVP three was recorded in the “doll room”, with the three
above investigators present. Bess Maxwell comments “anomalies and maybe it was moving
those dolls”. A male voice speaks the word “dolls” on top of Bess Maxwell’s word “dolls”. The
voice was not Keith Myers. EVP four was recorded by the three investigators recording the
above three clips. The clip four was caught in the doll room. The investigators wee discussing a
geophone that had fired for no apparent, natural cause, indicating that “You don’t want to look
right at those lights”. Keith Myers replies, “They’re bright”. A female voice, neither Bess
Maxwell, or Traci Myers, indicates “I do in the summertime”. The other sound clips were not
considered strong enough to be evidentiary in nature. See appendix “C” for more information on
EVP standards and indications.

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
Personal experiences are those that involve phenomena personally observed, heard, felt, etc. by
researchers during the investigation that may not be readily explained by normal means, by
experienced researchers.
John Combs: One of the events attributable to the paranormal is the sudden draining of batteries.
Because of this, I normally replace batteries in the items I used the most, on each research
project. Before leaving home, I did replace the batteries in my flashlight. The package that the
batteries came from was reasonably new, and the prior batteries that I had use did function
normally, so I have reason to believe that the ones I placed into the flashlight that afternoon were
not factory defective. On location, about ten minutes after beginning to use the flashlight, though
the ten minutes were not of constant use, the batteries were completely drained, and hot to the
touch. No natural explanation could be found.
Light Anomaly: In the room in which it was reported that a doll had been moved, investigator
Tricia Grayson observed a large ball of light above the cabinet on which the doll rested, moving
from right to left. This was approximately 9:45 to approximately 9:50 P.M. This area is on the
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back side of the home, and no outside light could have caused the phenomenon, and we did
attempt to recreate the event also by driving in front of the home, both directions, and at varying
speeds, but this would not duplicate the event. Later, a geophone placed on top of this cabinet did
fire repeatedly, when no local vibrations were noted that could have caused the firing. These
events were witnessed by investigators Bess Maxwell, Tricia Grayson, and Keith Myers. In the
master bedroom, under observation by Bess Maxwell, Tricia Grayson, and Keith Myers, a
flashlight flickered, then came on with no individual near it, after a request to turn on the light
was made. This occurred at approximately 11:07 P.M. At 12:13 A.M, in the living room, a
flashlight was turned on again with no one near this light, after a request was made to do so.

SECTION TWO
CONSCIOUSNESS DETECTION
This testing is passive in nature and designed to detect through quantum tunneling, the
probability that a human type consciousness may be present affecting the REG- 1 units, when all
incarnate consciousness has been removed from the area of testing. The minimum reporting
standard for this type of testing is p< .05, with the . 05 being the probability the event could be
the result due to chance alone in the probability distribution. A total of 57 tests were run, in all
areas of the residence. At the minimum reporting standard of .05, we could expect to receive
2.85 false positive tests, due to chance alone. (57 x 5%= 2.85) This would be rounded off, of
course, to three false positives expected. We received a total of twenty positive tests, as opposed
to three expected by chance. The actual mean score of the twenty tests, as many did exceed
below .05, was p< .033543. The corrected expectation, from actual data, would therefore be 1.91
false positives, rounded up to two. Therefore, we received eighteen more positive tests than
chance alone could account for at normal probability distribution. The tests and scores were as
follows:
COMPUTER 1
Master bath, test 1 z= 1.652 p< .049267
Bedroom, right rear test 3 z= 2.086 p< .018489
Kitchen, test 5 z= 2.227 p< .012974
Kitchen, test 6 z= 3.099 p< .000971
Kitchen, test 7 z= 1.670
COMPUTER 2
Master bedroom, test 2 z= 1.715 p< .043173
Master bedroom, test 3 z= 2.074 p< .01904
Master bedroom, test 4 z= 1.845 p< .032519
Master bedroom, test 5 z= 2.073 p< .019086
Master bedroom, test 6 z= 1.668 p< .047658
Master bedroom, test 7 z= 1.660 p< .048457
Hall, test 1 z= 1.645 p< .049985
Living room, test 6 z= 1.783 p< .037293
COMPUTER 3
Bedroom, left rear, test 4 z= 1.658 p< .048659
Main bathroom, test 3 z= 1.647 p< .049779
Kitchen, test 2 z= 2.758 p< .002908
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COMPUTER 4
Doll room, test 4 z= 2.046 p< .020378
Kitchen, test 8 z= 1.690 p< .045514
Kitchen, test 9 z= 1.865 p< .031091
Main bathroom, test 4 z= 1.687 p< .045802
The probability that these twenty tests are all false positives, due to chance alone, and not
indicative of human consciousness interaction through the quantum tunneling method, when
none incarnate was present to do so, is:
p< .00000000000000000000000000000001112783
Or this might be expressed as 1.112783 x 10 to the -32 power.
Note that a z-score, in statistics, indicates how many standard deviations a set of data is from the
mean (average). For purposes of this type testing, the standard minimum score of p< .05
translates into a z-score of greater than 1.640, or less than -1.640. For purposes of these tests,
where we are concerned with presence, or a non-presence, whether a z-score is greater than
1.640, or less than -1.640, both represent possible presence, therefore, only the absolute value of
the z-score is indicated.

CONCLUSION
The amount of activity observed and recorded during research efforts is substantial, and is
indicative of a high probability that an anomalous consciousness was present, at the time of
testing, in the areas tested. The presence(s), as detected, do not seem to be harmful in nature or
intent. We would like to thank the client for allowing us to be guests in this home, and for the
opportunity to perform research there. We hope we may be guests again, in order to further
research efforts in general, and to help answer questions and concerns that may be specific,
which we in turn help us to gain knowledge and experience that helps all our clients. We thank
the client for the most gracious hospitality.
John Combs
La. Spirits
North Team Case Manager
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